
Feedback
Speech Processing, first assignment, November 2015
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Marking process
• 3 markers were trained by me for this specific assignment, 

and given examples from a previous year (marked by me) 

• Parts I and II 

• UG - marker has taken this course for credit in the past 

• PG - marker has taken this course for credit in the past 

• Part III - all UG+PG marked by the same person in (not 
one of the above) 

• marking took ~50 minutes per assignment
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Moderation process
• All moderation done by the lecturer 

• Moderation (done separately for UG and PG): 

• inspecting mark distributions for class as a whole 

• quickly inspecting every individual assignment 

• making a few minor changes to individual marks 

• global scaling of marks (separately for parts I&II, part III) 

• Your final overall mark will not equal the sum of the marks in the 
marking scheme: it will be about 10% higher, due to moderation
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Getting the most out of the feedback

• Read every comment, quickmark and grade 

• remember that markers are working “against the 
clock” and so their comments may be terse (but do 
not interpret this as being rude) 

• Ask the lecturer for clarification if there is anything you 
do not understand 

• e.g., via the Forum (Assignment 1 > Feedback) 

• note: you are not able to directly talk to the markers
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What you should receive

highlighted text 
with comments

quickmarks 
(hover to see full text)

structured 
marking

pre-
moderation 
total score

bubble 
comments

text 
comments

UG: 
comments per 

section

post-moderation final grade, 
also with any late penalty 

applied 
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Annotations and marks
• Quickmarks 

• UGs: linked to marking 
scheme 

!

• Highlighting 

• green=good 

• yellow=query
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Annotations and marks
• Text comments 

• either visible text 

• or bubbles to click 

• Marking scheme 

• UGs: extra comments 
and links to quickmarks 
for Parts I & II
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Most common failing

• Literature review 

• failing to be critical (average mark was 5 / 10)
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Other common failings
• Word count!

• not required to use all 3000 + 1000 words 

• but 1500 + 500 words is probably too short to 
demonstrate your full understanding of the 
material unless you’re a brilliant writer 

• Describing Festival (as a piece of software), rather 
than talking about the problem of Text-to-speech
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Detailed feedback
• Content!

• feedback slides from last year were structured according 
to content - you should already have read those 

• use the Forums to get further feedback on specific 
points in your assignment, and to continue to improve 
your understanding of the material 

• Writing!

• This year’s slides focus on scientific writing, to 
complement the above
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Structure

Use a consistent 
numbering scheme
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Formatting
Provide friendly URLs, 

and try not to line wrap them
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Formatting
Hard to decode the 

meaning of bold / underlining / font 
size / indentation. Better just to number 

headings (1, 1.1, etc)
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Incorrect bibliography style

give date of access for online 
material (because it’s subject to 

change)

Like this
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Incorrect bibliography style

Missing details in every entry. 
Are these books or papers? How could we 

find them?
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Incorrect bibliography style

Don’t give page / slide numbers (except to identify a 
complete item within a larger work) in the bibliography: instead, 

provide them within each individual citation in the text
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Incorrect bibliography style

Just one entry per item. Provide the 
slide number at the point where you cite the item 

in the text.

Use of ‘a’, ‘b’,… would be 
correct way to distinguish 

different items from the same 
author(s) in the same year.
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Incorrect bibliography style
Another example
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Incorrect bibliography style

Don’t give full bibliographic details 
within the text. Put them in the bibliography, and 

cite them in the text.
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Incorrect bibliography style

The edition is not part of the title.

Use author’s surname and 
initials, not full given name(s).
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Incorrect bibliography style

No need to itemise as a list
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Suboptimal bibliography style

Using footnotes for citations 
inevitably leads to the same item being listed 

more than once.
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Poor choice of items to cite

Don’t cite Wikipedia unless there 
really is no other source available.
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Good bibliography

Always use the 
published version where it 
exists, not an online draft

Full details for 
every entry
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Incorrect citation style

Don’t give title within the text. Put it in the bibliography. 

Don’t give month within the text, but do give 
year in full (e.g., 2015). 
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Incorrect citation style

Don’t invent your own citation style, 
and certainly not “citation by title”. Stick with 

well-established conventions.
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Incorrect citation style

Better style to talk about 
the method, not the paper itself. “Donovan and 
Eide” is not a proper citation: needs the year in 

parentheses.

Don’t use authors’ names as a section heading. 
Focus on the method that they present.
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Incorrect citation style
Cite both authors when there are two. 

For more than two, either list all or give first 
author and use “et al”.

Don’t assume the first 
author did all the work: always mention all 

authors, or use “et al”. Always cite correctly, 
including the year.
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Incorrect citation style

When adding page numbers or sections, 
include them inside the parentheses (various formats 

possible, but not nested parentheses)
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Quoting and attribution

Fails to use quote marks.
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Quoting and attribution

fails to use quotation marks, 
but does cite the source

Original source
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Quoting and attribution

Another unquoted quotation. Adding a 
citation (here, by footnote) is not enough.
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Quoting and attribution

Is this indented sentence a quotation? 
Direct quotes must be in quotation marks and 

always be immediately followed by a citation that 
includes the page number.
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Quoting and attribution

excessive text from 
several source - this is 

plagiarism

Unattributed text from 
several sources; this is 

plagiarism
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Quoting and attribution

Summarising the paper by 
extractive summary, without 

attribution of the source text; this 
is plagiarism
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Quoting and attribution

This summary is too close to the 
source text; this is poor style.
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Figures that could be better

Why not actually draw the tree!?
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Figures that could be better

“Inline” figures should be 
avoided: always number and caption all 

figures, so you can refer to them from 
elsewhere in the text

Good: draws the tree
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Figures that could be better

But could have shown every process 
and all relations

Nice to have a 
worked example
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Figures that could be better

Verbatim output! Could write this 
phone sequence on one line.
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Figures that could be better

Praat: turn off the formant 
and F0 tracks, unless you are 

referring to them
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Figures that could be better

Mark the precise point of 
interest, or at least mention it (“at 1.2s”) 

in the caption
Good examples of 

an audible join
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Figures that could be better

Is this a caption?
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Good figures
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Good figures
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Good figures
captions 

could be a bit 
better though
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Examples that could be 
improved

All of these are POS error 
examples. Better to provide fewer 

examples, examine each in more depth and/
or provide more errors in in other 

categories instead.
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Good example, but go further…

Good description of what 
goes wrong.

But go further: how might 
you solve this problem? Which 

part of Festival would you 
modify, and how?
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Well-chosen examples

Correctly attributes the error. 
Doesn’t fall into the trap of attributing too 

many errors to the pronunciation 
module
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Well-chosen examples
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Wording that could be improved

Too many different things packed into two long 
sentences. Better to unpack it into a few sections / paragraphs 

and use simpler sentences.
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Wording that could be improved
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Vague or imprecise wording

somewhat circular
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Describing a process, without 
demonstrating understanding

Just a list of what happens, 
without say how it is done
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How to do better next time
• Compare your first assignment with these feedback slides 

• the markers cannot annotate every individual error or potential improvement: 
so now you could add your own feedback (or swap with a classmate) 

• Think about how to go above and beyond the instructions for the assignment 

• interesting experiments of your own invention (always driven by a clear 
hypothesis or research question) 

• novel analyses of the data / models / results,  etc 

• Draft your second assignment well before the deadline, then mark it yourself 

• what mark would you give it? 

• what comments would you write on it?
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